Your “me time” doesn’t need to be about skincare products. It can be also an activity in a place that feels
like home, a place that helps us to relax after a busy day, such as the living room. But, to be part of your
calming ritual, it is essential to be designed perfectly for that purpose, even if you just need to take a few
minutes to hit pause.

And this gorgeous living room will provide you with the power to inspire you endlessly. This smooth
aesthetic could be only possible with the right details: comforting curvature, high-quality materials and a
colour palette inspired by nature. All these features, when combined, make everything look effortlessly
soothing while a joy edit comes into the room to increase your levels of serotonin.
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Between this rich scheme, Stella Sofa brings a “Christmas is near” feeling for its trendy bouclé fabric that
reminds us of snow, winter and good moments with family and friends. If you are all about
environment-friendly products, you can be sure that Stella is perfect for a sustainable Christmas:
Domkapa’s products are carefully handcrafted having in mind minimal waste, not to mention that we work
with 100% local suppliers with high-quality materials that will help the product to live longer.

Curvy lines with a deep convex back provide a sense of sophistication while the perfect accessory is
crucial to elegance: Ada Cushion - the perfect accessory for every room.
Being available in more three versions, this cushion’s square shape turns it into something versatile
allowing in cosiness and comfort we all look for.
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For festive opulence, Pearl Armchair will indulge
glamour and luxury in your living room design.
This special armchair holds an exclusive language
and it will transport you with a peculiar design full
of comfort, especially with the small pillow that is
included.
It is upholstered in earthy tones to infuse your
space with warmth while Mano Coffee Table
brings character under its traditional sense with
a modern twist. Made with natural materials,
Mano has the ability to look beautiful even in
unexpected

ambiences,

complementing

functionality and style.

And that is what you can expect from Domkapa: comfort, high-quality materials, exquisite
craftsmanship and functionality in each detail of the upholstery.

A festive opulence for a sustainable Christmas blended with an unforgettable
sense of romance.
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